LENSES—R. «uv. BECK, 68, Cornhill, London.
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Price 1d., Post-free 45d.

PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, "00370" LONDON. ‘OPTIMUS,'1CC
Each Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions.
The Lens gives crisp definition , being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
(large diameter back lens), with rack and Pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic
lengthen ing tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation. The
Condenser is composed of two plano-convex
lenses of4 inches diameter.
The refulgent lamp has 3 wicks, (or 4 wicks 2s. extra,) yielding a
brilliantly. illuminated picture.--Each is complete in box.

THE MAGIC LANTERN: ITS CONSTRUCTION AND USE, Contains complete Instructions, Cloth covers, PRICE @™
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LANTERN

Lud
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Zz

PHOTOGRAPHS,
12s. per doz.

PLAIN,
18s. Gd. per doe.
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Russian lron Body

Metal

Brass Sliding Tubes,

OPTIMUS 'sume LANTERN

45s.

Panelled Mahogany Body, 4 doors and moulded foot, Achromatic
Photographic

Front

Lens,

Compound

Brass Stages and Sliding Tubes...

‘ANNUAL

Kussian

|

j Brass Side Labes, : . Staves Sian

|

50s.

COLOURED.

Mahoy any outside Body

me

eles

:
—

FREE,

For uime-ucht. — “QPTIMUS’ tmeLe LANTERN,
The Top Lantern

Condensers

-

{| Perforated

£8

8

CLEARANGE

Ses,

i

may be used. separately with Oil Lamp.

Panelled Mahogany Body, 6 doors and moulded foot, Brass Stages
and Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens, Compound Condensers
... £14 10
anaemia

SALE.

COST.

SALE

PRICE.

aes
- £I8 18 ... £1115
O
Ditto
with extra sets lenses, lengthening tubes, various fittings (superior),
in case
.
25 0 ..
1617
6
Single Mahog. body, with Jin. condenser, double Pinions, 4-wick
lamp, brass stages, &c., in case
5.5.
315
6
Ditto
with 4 cylinders (in separate case) triple rack, 6 pinions, for
lime-light
wv
1212
..,
913
0
Ditto
tin front, 2in. diam. portrait objectives, s.p. £2 10s. do. do.
1
door
at
back
_
eee
220
Pair old style japanned lanterns, 31in. condensers, 4-wick
lamp, 2 jets, dissolver, &c.
wt
=
ae
315
Pair Mahogany body do. din. condensers, rackwork fronts,
0
2 lime-light jets and dissolver
aoe
_
415
0
Lantern, fitted with a Kaleidoscope, complete, with
slide, full size
...
“ag
aus
a
ae
315
0
9X9 Screen, 12/9, i0 X 10, 15/6, 11 X 11, 20/-, 12 X
12, Q1/-.
11X 11, Sereen frame poles and brass tubing, 10/9
Linen Screen, 10 X 10, 28/9,
12X 12, (new) 38/9, 16 X 16, 58/9.
Enlarging lantern, 4in. condenser. 4-wick lamp, portrait
lenses, complete. 36/Twenty-four Suiters’ Regulators, 13/9 each.
Gauges, 13/9. Couplings, 4/9 per set.
Twenty new tested steel cylinders, complete, 20ft., 40ft.,
60ft., and 80ft.
Fifty jets, all kinds, from 6/- each.
10 dissolvers, (6-way pattern.)
Gas Bags (unused) pressure boards, retorts, purifiers—state
wants, all in perfect order and condition.

‘SALV1d_
OlLVINOYHOOS|

Particulars{of Effect and other

SLIDES

a)

Gsm
Goods that have
been taken in part payment.)

Mahogany bi-unial tin. condensers, brass fronts, jets, dissolver,
&c., in case

fen

S’
LA

in next month’s issue.

|

WILKINSONi& CO., Wholesale & Reta] Lantern & Slide Makers, HOLMESIDE,
SUNDER:AND.
ESTABLISHED 1859,
TELEGRSMS—“ OXYGEN
,

SUNDERLAND.”

ED

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger.

ti.

LENSES

DALLMEYERS

Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional,

WHEREVER

AWARDS

HIGHEST

have

and

WORLD,

THE

THROUGHOUT

the

obtained

EXHIBITED.

DALLMEYER “ On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.” Price ls,
LENSES & CONDENSERS
WILL BE POSTED

New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic Lenses and DALLMEYER’S
SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OPTICAL LANTERN,
FREE ON APPLICATION.

SEND

FREDERICK

COLOURING

TO

ARTIST,

VWIEW

S.W.

London,

Battersea,

Road,

W.

¥. STEDMAN,

DISSOLVING

174, Bridge

LONDON,

LONDON.”

AND

SLIDES

FIRST-CLASS

FOR

DALLMEYER,

Address—*

Telegraphic and Cable

STREET,

25, NEWMAN

OPTICLAN,

J. H. DALLMEYER,

etc.

negatives, prints, photographs,

Slides prepared from customers’

Catalogue & Price List post free on application.
eee
METALLIC BELLOWS REGULATOR
a

Newest

Patent),

(Brier’s

Mr.

FOR COMPRESSED

=

SCOTCH

=

&

-IRISH

COMPANY,

5

POLMADIE,

|

The

‘‘EUPHANERON”’
The

LANTERN,

and

Societies
ger

for
as

Se

Yp’s

100,000
SLIDES,

SLIDES

Slides to Select from.

12s. per doz.

with the four-wick

W

Lamp,

£4 4s.

with 4-in. Condenser and three-wick Lamp, £1 10s.
‘‘CHEAP”? LANTERN,
‘“ MAGIC LANTERNS: How Made and How Used,” by A. A. WOOD, post free, ls. 2d.

Wood’s Nen: List of Slides and Lanterns.

zx,

DESIGNS

Particulars, Circular and Prices, Free for Stamp.

AND

LANTERNS
PLAIN

Inventor, and

for

A STARLIGHE DAG:

GLASGOW.

HIRE.

Designer,

24, Thorpe Road, Forest Gate, London, E.

OXYGEN

LIMITED,

Woo
OR

Try

WEEKS:

FRANK

will be pleased to treat with Firms
ovelties in above.

| F, W.
{

Manufactiresl:-by the

=

Best.

Poems, Songs, or Comic Subjects, any Nationality or Period, illustrated
by artistic and accurate drawings for producing Negatives and Slides.
Slides or Drawings produced from your own rough sketches and ideas.

feos

Op

al

=
=

Sell

For Producing Photo-Slides of every known form or pattern.
Dissolving Views, Mechanical Effects or Plain Slides, Lectures, Tales,

be obtained from
all Opticians

10

sf

will

IDEAS

SPECIALIST

Leading

GASES

SALE

and

the OLD FIRM.

- Artist-draughtsman,

= 00

ON

DESIGNS

Woon,

G.
And

HORNE,

74,

Post-free fox One Stamp.

CHEAPSIDE,

THORNTHWAITE

&

WOOD,

41,

STRAND,

LONDON.
LONDON.

W.C.
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DorING a recent interview with Mr. Field (optiof Birmingham,
he informed us that
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os see nee ste ate ae be hitherto stereoscopic effect upon the screen had
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a5 | been sought out on

an

erroneous

principle, and
.

:

pnstantaneous
Dissolving
.s. ..ce ..ce as s,s.
v1ee ++ ++ ++ 4° that, ’ after along5 series of experiments, he had
Improved Carriet:
ax
2.
ae
ae
Lae
Foning Slides with Uranium Salts... .. ... .. .. «1ae -.en -.x 47; solved
the problem.
At the present time he
Correspondence — ree
ee aE see ree me ast ne ae: Sh Gould only say that the two Ne ofa atotececor te
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Optical Magic Lantern Journal
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trans
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as possible which will
:
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oe

and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the ist of every month,

arenc
P

were

News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from the Publishers,
Continental.

2/-/2

...
0.

60 cents.
4,
6

the
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ON® of the most ingenious methods of introducis one we recently heard of.

guests, who in the course of their perambulations.
through the grounds, pulled the triggers or
pushed the buttons (as the case may be). Ina

0

neat

0

user inserted his card, and in due course received

per

finch in column ...

»

6

ee 7

ee ty

3.0

Gay.

sei

ae

attachment

at the side of the camera,

each.

by post a print of each exposure he or she had

made, asa memento.
It is safe to surmise that
a good percentage of the guests after this (perhaps

Special quotations for a series.

their first introduction toa hand-camera) invested.

Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—

added to the army of amateur photographers.

First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional words, 1d.

ADVERTISEMENTS

24th of each month.

must reach the office not later than the

All cheques and postal orders to be

made payable to Taylor Brothers.
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At a large and aristocratic garden party, handcameras ready charged were supplied to all the

Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—
iG Bicd:
Front and back pages, by arrangement.
Ordinary page, facing matter(whole)

of course
7

the eyes of the Spectator, ie 2

ing hand-cameras

United States.

...
..

lanterns

price One| Picture to be seen with stereoscopic effect.

at the following rates, post free :—

1/6 ...
-/t$ ..

two

with double lines in certain parts. This to the
naked eye presents rather a jumbled appearance,
! but when a small and inexpensive instrument
(which is the subject of a patent) is held before

Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway

12months
...
Single copies...

rojecte

y

y
go | ON OMe screen, so as pre)
to superimpose as xearly

a

communications

must

be addressed,

»

IT is intended

ed

to use

the

were:

*

lantern

at the

Board

Schools during the afternoons at Brierley Hill for

illustrating

history lessons.

The

children

will

; doubtless take more interest in the lessons which.
The | are illustrated

Editor; advertisements and business communications to
7
Taylor Brothers, care of the Publishers,
Dorset Works,

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

in a photographic outfit, and thus many

:
which ordinary

are used.

2

with

the lantern than

schoolroom
*

i fog
diagrams

those

in
.

anid cnarts

*

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83 and ' ON the 7th inst. Lhe Opézcean is to slightly alter
85, Duane Street, New York City.
its name, and will besknown as Zhe Opteceazi:

40

The Optica: Magic Lantern: Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

and Phetographic Trades Review. As this enter-| How
to Make a Binocular
prising paper is already the organ of the optical,
Lanternescope.
mathematical, philosophical, electrical, and nautical industries, it should have a pretty wide field Tn our issue for January 1, 1891, we described
now that it is also to include matters pertaining | WHat may be termed a binocular lanternescope,
to the photographic trade.
and have since that date replied to numerous
»
J
@
inquiries respecting its construction.
As the
THe Photographic Convention of the United ‘stumbling-block appears in most cases to have
Kingdom will be held at Edinburgh, from ith : been in the adjustment of the double sets of lenses
to 16th July.
advocated, we made one with prismatic lenses
°
only, which we exhibite:! at the London and
One of the correspondents to Modern Soczety Provincial Photographic Association on Mar. 3,
‘savs : ‘‘ Little Princess Alice Mary of Albany was !at which meeting it was highly commented upon.
not allowed to have a saddened birthday because Since that date we have received a number of
of grandmama’s recent bereavement.
That little letters asking for particulars of this instrument,
lady completed hereighth year on the 25th of and, instead of replying in Notes and Queries
February ; and the festival was kept by a grand column, have decided to give a few sketches and
magic-lantern display in the St. George's Hall. particulars, so that those who are mechanically
That splendid old hall of the Knights of the inclined will have no great trouble in eonstuetes
Garter presented a pretty spectacle arranged as it the apparatus for themselves.
was for this entertainment for the Queen's grandTo those who are not conversant with the
children: for, of course, the Duke of Albany names of lenses, pr¢simatic dens may perhaps have
and the three elder Battenbergs participated rather a formidable sound; but when we explain
equally in the small dissipation, as well as in the that they are such as are used in ordinary stereohigh nursery spread that followed it. The pic- scopes, all difficulty of when and how to obtain
tures projected were mostly illustrations of the suitable lenses will vanish.
nursery rhymes and fairy tales and the comic | In order to make the instrument as nice as
slides so dear to the hearts of all children, and! possible,
such
wood as mahogany
may be
they were received with many a hearty laugh and employed; this can be obtained (seasoned and
gleeful expression of delight by the Albanys and planed for fret-saw work) of three-sixteenths of
Battenbergs.”
an inch thickness, and a foot and a-half square of
a
*
this will be ample.
Upwarps of two thousand bromide prints—
A very convenient carrier for the slides is the

copies of all obtainable pictures relating to the! ordinary Ughtning lantern-slide carrier, and we
discovery of America—are being prepared by the : will presume that such is to be used for this
United States Government for the World’s purpose. A carrier of this form is shown in Fig. 1.
Columbian Exposition.
2

2

*

*

Tue Sixth Annual Photographic Conference
in connection with the Camera Club was held
from the 22nd to 24th ult., at the Theatre of the
Society of Arts, under the presidency of Capt.
W.de W. Abney. The programme issued was
very comprehensive, and included papers by
Fic, 1.
Messrs. Abney, Armstrong, Bothamley, Blackburn, Humphrey, Pringle, Robinson, Stannus , | These are in most cases made 12in. long and 4}in.
Van der Weyde, Warnerke, and Willis; also | high, and it is on this understanding that the
the exhibition by Mr. Spurge, of his new safety various measurements have been determined,
gauge for cylinders (see Optical Magic Lantern When cutting out the various parts a little allowFournal for Jan. 1, 1892). On the 23rd ult. ance should be made for planing and smoothing
the annual dinner took place at the Monico’ the edges, so if the: measurements are made fud/
Restaurant, and on the following evening an ex- | this will suffice.
The base (A) is made 12in. by 6in. by 43in., and
hibition of lantern slides was: given at the
theatre (Society of Arts). Until the 13th inst. upon this at the wide end the carrier (Fig. 1) is
theannual exhibition of photographs by members glued.
The sides (B), which are 4$in. by 54in., are then
will be on exhibition at the Camera Club,
Charing Cross Road ; admission by card from fastened on the base and uprights of carrier, so
any member, or ticket from the hon. sec.
that they will come flush with the sides of the

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
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ARCHER'S IMPROVED OPTICAL LANTERNS
Prize Medals, Liverpool International Exhibition,

*,
snnerior
Proved
oo

others.s THE

ch

IDEAL,

”

S86. and Photographic

Exhrbition.

188s.

*
.
our new PERFECT Single
Lantern, & Automatic2 Dissolver

See Enthusiastic Testimonials fium Paul Lange, Esy.,G. E. Thompson,
Manchester Camera Club, and many others.

Esq.,

The Dissolver will work in any Single Lantera having slide stage with open top, and is a
long way

the

best yet invented.

The

PaTeNrepd

1891.

Price

‘Photinus”

258.

Post /rcee 25/6

Lantern,

The most Powerful Oil Lantern made and now greatly Improved.

PRICE
is

=

=

~

:

Ten Teen, thetantenofhe ane,
Established

RL Eire
-obeOo
43

LORD

1S4S.

Illustrated Lists Free.

Many Noveltics.

to

49,

£4
S7T.,

Effect Slides painted for the 4 holesale London

COMPRESSED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN.

Lantern

Specialists ,
and Manufacturer

LIVERPOOL.

Houses.

All kinds of Slides made to Order

&c,| GENERAL

WANTS,

&c.
in good

with shop

WANTED.—Advertiser,

GENCY

VALVES

In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED

4 0.

~
~
Ss,
SOI

&

Optical GootsGoo
for Optical
S rae : AX v veighbourh3od,
will
will accept tA Agency for
ourhdod,
s to open ue ieee jtaipoes: ble to tore (on a.
Easy
sas suddenly. | of any description; is an experienced lanternist and photo-

THE

GAS

3

COMPRESSION

:

,

:

Apparatus,

description

:

cellansous

8

pro

:property

and

every

i

j

Gentlemen

‘

wishing to include property tn these Sales, are requested
to send particulars one week prior to Sale.

Sets, etc.
Bi-unial Lantern, or Lantern lenses,
84
:
,
;
,
Vv
;
Cork
a=
2 ea
or ll-inch Condenser.—W. V. Morris, Parade,

ANTERN
sLIDES made from Negatives, Priuts,
Photos, Drawings, &c., 98. perdoz. Mounted complete.
—F. BELLYSE, Steeple Claydon, Winslow, Bucks.

34, 15 Photographs, and 11 Coloured, very good
Euglish

Also several

(offers wanted).

4 samples

Photographs,

Continental

up Lecturing has a good Lantern

giving

XHIBITOR

.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.

and

HuDsoN,

1s.—JOHN

59, Trafalgar Street, East Scarborough.

Lanterns,

ald

:

:

7

Pleasant

Mount

SAUNDERS,

H.

PAA
:
Sos
=
AN1TED.--Secoudhand Lantern Slides, Stories, Effects»

quality

0.,

Apparatus

Photographic

TRANSPARENCIES to color in Oils, at 6d.

each.— ALFRED

que

C

&

HUNTER

ins

High-class Photo-

| Lrierley Hill.

:

5

from the Manufacturer.

ANTERN
i

Slides.

and

Instruments

treet,

7

New Life Sets.—
graphic Sets of Slides, 5s. per doz.
J. MCLELLAN, 36, St. Paul's Rd., Canonbury, London
(3)

ME. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
- above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

SANDS

TREC!

.

Scientific

of miscellan

Re

:

COMPANY,

Magic Lanterns

View

Dissolving

Photographic

Russell Square, London, W.C.

Mamcbhester.

St.,

Primcess

114,

PRICES.

NorTON, 38, Marchmont

GooDWIN

grtapher.—C.

SSa hy 2

p

8

LOWEST

Hy" Bi-unial (Price, of Birmingham), 30ft {-o1 screen,

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening enter- | lft. pictures; 2 Gas Bags, new, for 2 hours’ entertainment,
tainments
,

for children, &c.
:

20, Cranbourne St., Leicester

Square,

:

LANTERN
of Marine

and

Over

Marine

Torpedo

Afloat.

40 Medals

Studics,

have

been

& SON.

&c., &c.;

Warfare,

awarded

ta G.

WEST

& SON, for their

bs obtained

Slides can

Catalogu's and

I-UNIAL

trum

a.!

leading Opticiaus, Dealers and Chemists, ur cirect from
G. WEST & SON, Photographers, Southsea

H

=

=

&
1891
SEASON,
LANTERN
All New Slides and Apparatus now Ready.
OUR

SPECIAL

NEW

59,

OPTICAL

Hire Terms

LANTERN,

greatly

ILLUSTRATED

t
Fenchurch

S

:

G

7

Iete:

‘TREMAINE, 41, Balls Pond Road.
oe
;
LANTERN, by Watson, perfect
NLARGING
‘
dition, 6in. Condensers ; 4-wick lawp, front

con-

lens.
‘Lhirkeeley

£3 10s,—Miss GALLWEY,

H Cost £6 10s.; price
* | Park, Thirsk.

complete;

Ys. 6d., do. + pl. 258.

reduced,
POST

focus.—BRo-:F,

FREE.

London,

: 9

~
E.c.

FEET

ee

pciabination rota Mar) ee

can be used

1892. | 12s. 6d.; cost 20s.

33 SHILLINGS.

CATALOGUE

Street,

Double

SON,

AND

ES

G

LANTERN,

“senulne: COMmpiee
5. OUpenlOr;.
ite lens.
: also 5 by 4 view
Seen by appointment.—J.

AIK of Russian [ron Bodied Lanterns, tin. Condeusers,

H

U

H.

B

Satlor Life Ashore

Yacht Racing Scenes.

H.M.Ships.

London, W.C.

SLIDES

ee
Subjects by G. WEST

‘

Slides any
12ft. Sheet, and Stand.
Pressure Boards,
quantity, coloured and plain, framed and unframed —
| apply REY. GRAY, Garsdon Rectory, Malmesbury, Wilts.
saLE.—Magic Lantern, 5in. Condensers, threeF@
wick lamp; perfect, #0s-; and rack-w«rk objective.—
HETHERINGTON. 39, Stanhope Street, Newcas:le-or-Tyne.

Moderate.

Terms

separately, 703.

Relia

ee

Kegulator.

le

ipl. Portrait Lens, suitable for lantern,
Wanted, two lantern objectives, 10in.

Leicester.

Square

Seamless

Folding Tripod, 12s. 6d.

Rectilinear
RapidStreet.
Dundee.Lens,
peimure
|| ypl.

Linen Svreen, 16s.; Superior
Shew's changing box, 7s. 6d.

21s,

All carriage
8

paid.—l6,

:

MAGIG LANTERNS & SLIDES. GREAT BARGAINS. G. W. WILSON & CO,,
ew and secondhand Lanterns and Slides. Book
Largest
wh enetuctionss post free six stamps.

sti ie pe
stockof

or

Sli

purchase,

in

th

Id,

be

had

very low: terme Secondhand

WALTER

TYLER,

48, Waterleo Road, London.

hi

lists

2,

ST.

SWITHIN

STREET,

7

ABERDEEN.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES.
Makers

of the

Highest

Class

of

Descrip‘ive ard detailed fists free on reczipt of address.

iv.

The Optioal Magio Uantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger

:

GRIFFITHS’ PATENT LANTERN SLIDE MARKING CAMERA.
This ‘‘ most useful Instrument” leaves nothing to do beyond inserting Negative
at one end and‘Lantern Plate” at the other. Expose and Develop, and you will
find it always in correct Focus, Size, and Position.
This Camera Phas new
before the public for two seasons, and its Popularity is fully e:tablished.

been

TESTIMONIAL.--"' The Lantern Slide which secured the First Prize at the
Birmingham Photographic Exhibi ior, 1890, was taken in this Camera by BEN].

KARLEESE, Esq.”
Prices complete ;Half-plate, 12/6 ;Whole-plate, 15/-; 12 by 10 Adjustable, 21/-;
Fitted Dark Slide, 4/6 extra.

GRIFFITHS Pan FIXED

ENLARGEMENT

CAMERA,

Tbis Camera is made on the same principle as the Lantern Camera, and possesses the same
advantages and charm in working.
Prices: Quarter to Half-plate, 16/.; Whole-plate, 19/-;
10 by S, 22/6 ; Halfto Whole-plate, 19/-; 10 by 8,22/6; 12 by 10, 26/-.
Send for Catalogue
of Cameras and Photographic Sundries.

Patentees
and === WALTER GRIFFITHS & CO., LTD.,
HIGHGATE

SQUARE,

BIRMINGHAM.

_ «THE
EXTRAORDINARY
RAPIDITY OF

For

MAKES THEM
SPECIALLY
USEFUL

Detective

Camera

and

MAWSON

all
&

Instantaneous

Work.

SWAN,

NEWCAS
TLE-ON-TYNE,
and 33,ISOHO SQUARE,
LONDON,
e
e
eee

BEARD’S COMPRESSED GAS REGULATOR
Medal ewarded, Sept,

1801, Royal

wall Polytechnic Exhibition.

MASON'S

Cor»

Lantern
and

Eclipse Single Lantern Slide Carrier
HIGHLY ComuMENDED.

Table

Pringle Beard” Miniature
Telescopic Lantern.
Fitted with

special

focussing.

Skewed

turaing wl jet.
eee

helioscopic jacket

pearing

Packs

for

into

lime

polished

mnahox y case) outside size, Szin. by
O2'9- by Tain. high.
To be had at any Optician’s.
——____
R.
R.
BEARD,

einen

W.

er Bermondsey

:

The CHEAPEST and most effective for Lecturers
Price complete for projection £4 17s, Gd.

MR.

R. G. MASON,

69, CLAPHAM

Microscope.
(Patent.)
or private use,

PARK

ROAD.

Esher House, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, Feb. 16th. 1892.

My dear Sir,—The Lan‘ern Microscope that you have made for me
gives me every satisfaction, well and strongly made, compact and rigic,

it is athoroughly sound article, while its price convinces that it is an
enormous saving to deal directly with the original maker himself as I
am glad to say [ have dealt with you. —Iam, my dear sir, yours truly,
Harotp G, Dixon,
Full particulars on application to R. G. MASON ven J. Swift),

69, Park Road, Olapham, S

BIQR CESS:

CCINI
LANTERN LENSES, |CHERFIN'S FANTO
FANTOC
MANUFACTURED

TAYLOR,

TAYLOR

&

State Street Works,

6, SournampTon

LONDON,

BY

WHAT

HOBSON,

LEICESTER

AND
Street,

(CATALOGUE.

:

HicH

Hocporyx,

W.C.

POST

;

ANSWER.—Mechanical

THEY ?
which

by an

ingenious

system of levers can be made to performon the Screen in most life-like
and natural manner.

ARE

THEY

EXPENSIVE ?

.
Pee cipile Sinead OnE Walling Figure
INVENTOR

FREE.

ARE
Figures or Puppets

AND

.
Prt Feb, abies

MANUFACTURER,

' W. CHEFFINS, Holbeach, Lincolnshire

er.
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all round; this is partly for appearance and partly
for strength, and affords a good hold for screwing
the front to. It is better to screw this on instead of gluing it, as it enables one the more
readily to get at the lenses if desired.

narrow end of the base, after which the top (C),
4hin. by 6in., is placed in position : this is
allowed to extend flush with the outside of the
carrier at the top.
We have now a box open at the front, and are

Nef ed

The front (G) is s}in.square, and has an opening
ready to adjust the lenses in place. To do this
—say,
34in. by rin. It is well to place over this,
square,
4%in.
(D)
wood
of
piece
a
take
we must
which will be found to fit into the box, and cut in the inside, a thin and clear lantern-slide cover
The
it as shown, so that the prisms will not drop glass, so as to keep dust from the lenses.
glue
to
remains
only
it
on,
screwed
being
front
In
opening.
the
through when laid flat over
in G for
order to secure the prisms a small strip of wood the piece H a little above the opening
a
rest
for
the
forehead.
the
below
and
above
ly
can be glued immediate
The use of a little glass-paper at the corners,
openings, and the lenses seated therein by pitch,
the application of varnish or French polish,
and
flat
laid
are
prisms
The
glue.
elastic
or Prout’s
an instrument (Fig. 2) which cannot
completes
but
upon this, with their butt-ends together,
for those who may wish to
interesting
be
to
fail
naturally
will
one
course
Of
little.
a
separated
view
lantern
slides.
before
place a slide in position, and try the effect
It only remains to insert a piece of groundsecuring the glasses in place, so there is little fear
or flashed opal into the end to form a backglass
t.
adjustmen
of
of {going wrong in the matter

—
of

an
iS a

After the prisms are in position the partition
upon which they are mounted is fastened just

.

&

a

ground for the pictures, and mount the apparatus
upon a stand, so as to raise it the requisite height
from a table.
102

Avr a meeting of the Bath Photographic
Society Dr. Preston King described “ Rudge’s
The biophantascope is an
Biophantascope.””
adjunct to the magic lantern, by means of which
animals depicted on the screen can be made to
move

with

life-like accuracy.

In the

machine

| shown there were a number of photographs on
|glass of a man’s face taken with different ex‘pressions. By throwing the light of .the lantern
alternately through first one and then another of
‘these various photographs each image falls upon
the same portion of the screen as the preceding
Fic. 2.
one, and without any intermediate loss of light ;
thus the life-like movement of the portrait is
wood
of
strips
Four
E).
at
(as
box
the
of
inside
obtained.
front
at
(F) should be glued close to edges of box
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How

| Utilise
By Abert

Gelatine.

TRANTER,

THE way in which I do soisto produce as lantern
subjects such things as conundrums, Jo2-mots,
and great thoughts, by writing them on gelatine

the words of George Herbert: “A text may find
him who a sermon flies.”
I append a few texts and maxims which are
very suitable for the purpose I have mentioned,
one of which is set in the form

lantern slide—viz., ina circle.

required

fora

Of course other

plates with a fine pen and Stafford's carmine ink.
The smooth side of the square of gelatine should
first have some pounce rubbed over it, so to
BE THE SLAVE
\
make the lines come out as sharp and crisp as
OF A WISE MAN,
possible.
THAN THE MASTER
I use the particular kind of ink mentioned in
OF A FOOL, AND
preference to others, as it takes to the gelatine
better than the ordinary ink, which I think has
THAT FOOL
j
a different base, Stafford’s having, I understand,
ONESELF.”
some sort of spirit as its base.
By a very little outlay of time and money
some very entertaining and effective slides can shapes can be employed, but I think the circular
by this method be prepared at home.
The Jdvn- form has a more pleasant appearance when on
mots from our comic journals will be found to the screen.
afford aconsiderable amount of amusement when
“Let truth prevail, though the heavens should fall.”
carefully prepared and shown in such a way, but

of course they must be sufficiently short to go

“Virtue is the only nobility.”’

obtainable.

“Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God.”

within a three-inch circle.
-““Nothing is beautiful, but the truth.”
The great thought slides to be so prepared
are naturally of a more serious character, and of
“ Evil be to him who evil thinks.”’
much more moment.
They comprise thoughts
“Perfect liberty is not the freedom to do as we like, but
culled from the works of all the great writers and
thinkers of the world. A great number are to the freedom to do as we ought.”
be obtained from such sources as the works
“ When faith is dead and honour dies, the mn is dead.”
of Shakespeare, Tennyson, the Rev. Page Hopps’
volume of Readings (consisting of selections
“‘ He who persecutes a good man makes war against himfrom, besides the Bible, such sources as the self and all mankind,”
Koran, the works of Marcus Aurelius, &c.), the
“One hour in the execution of justice is worth seventy
publications entitled Great Thoughts and Great
years of prayer.”
Thoughts on Great Truths, Routledge’s volume
of Familar Quotations, and generally from any
“Justice is practical virtue.”
source where thoughts of such a character are

And I cannot help thinking that

the exhibition of such slides as those last men“To thine own self be true; and it must follow, as the
tioned is calculated to doa considerable amount of night
the day, thou canst not then be false to any man.’
good—there being something so pointed and concentrated in such aphoristic expressions as those
“True happiness consists not in a multipligity of friends,

obtainable from such sources as those to which I
have referred. To be sure, by their being pre-

pared as tinted photographic slides, the efter
could be much more attractively presented, and
the beauty or excellence of that certainly greatly
recommends the sgzrzt of such things ; and the
same principle holds good as regards many others.
I cannot help thinking, too, that a great many
lanternists would be glad to be able to obtain
such slides as those last mentioned, either on
sale or hire, if they were produced at such a price
as to put them within
the reach of the
“thousand.”
Anent the value of such slide subjects as those
last mentioned, I may, I think, appositely quote

but in their worth and choice.”’

“Tt is a noble and great thing to cover the blemishes and
to excuse the failings of a friend.”
“‘Some men are too ignorant to.be humble, without which

there can be docility and no progress.”

“To err is human, to forgive divine.”
“He only is the ideal man who has acquired perfect control over himself and all that is base within him.”
“Kind hearts are more than coronets, and simple faith
than Norman blood.”
;

“ Naught shall make us rue, if England
; but true.”
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W. WATSON

& SONS, 313, High Holborn, London, |

MANUFACTURERS or HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
BLUNIAL
THREE

AND

TRIPLE

LANTERNS.

:

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF FINEST

AND
FOUx-WICK
OIL
LANTERNS,
of Highest Quality and Efficiency.

GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS, | SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS

TRIPODS,

LANTERN

AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC
WIiEws,
Mlustratiug all parts of the World, M2/- per dozen.

SCREEN

STANDS.

;

For taking Lantern Pictures.

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application.

W. WATSON

& SONS,

318,

ESTABLISHED

HIGH

HOLSORN,

9, 10, 11, 16, 17,

et

Ask for Lantern List.

LONDON.

EULWOOD’ S

RENTS,

251, SWANSTON’ $T., MELBOURNE,

LONDON.

AUSTRALIA.

SPECIAL.
Grand Magic Lanterns. with din. Compound Condensers and 3-wick Lamps, 24s.; with 4-wick Lanips, 26s.
Hand Painted Slides from 4d.
splendidly Coloured, 3} Slides, iu sets of twelve. price 3s., or four sets for 11s. Full size Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany draines,
7d, cach, or 6s. 6. doz.
Rackwork Slides tinchiding Chromatropes), 2s. 9d. each.
Lever Action Slides. 2s. each.
Best quality double- motion
Interchangeable Chromatropes, 4s. 64.5
extra dises (hand painted,) Is, per pair. Reading Lamps with tlash shutter, showing blue light signal,
2s. 9d. The ‘‘ Lightning" Double Carrier Frames, Is. 3d.
Slides for small Lanterns, from Sd. perdoz.
New Catalogue Gratis and Post Frec.

ROBART
jf.
CioABR
ROYSTON, HERTS.
Unrivalled

for

WARM

convenience
SCUTT'S
AIR

and
et
SAT

For Ether or Benzoline.

Grilliancy

of light.

an
oO

Prices 33,- and 50/-

]

The

These jets also sive splendid results with
coal gas.

A. W. SCOTT, Ashcombe

FOR

LIMELIGHT.

~~

Special Mixcd Jets for use with daturators, 29 -400 candle-power ;anc

30/- $90 candle-power.

OXYGEN

e

Ee,

7

1m]

Birmingham Oxygen Company, Limited,
SALTLEY
WORKS,
BIRMINGHAM.

|
Sole Licensees for the Manufacture of Oxygen
Brin’s process in the Midlands.

Road, Weston-super- -Mare. || Price

Lists

and

Trade

Terms

by the

on Application.

THOMASS

COLLODIO- BROMIDE
SUBSTITUTE.
PERFECT
WINDOW

TRANSPARENCIES

STERO

Dit:o

LANTERN

Ditto
SOLD

BY

FOR

| On finest Glass, Plain

V Ordinary Thickne:s
On Specially Selected
ALL

DEALERS,

OR

AT

or Ground,

or Specially Thin.
Thin, Is. per doz.

OUR

Gentral Depot, 10, Pall Mall, London, §.W.
Telegrams—RUHTRA,

oo

aoe:

Telephone

No. 35037.
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brilliantly incandescent and the jet “ roared” for
half-an-hour, but without any accident or exploBy Cot. T. Deane (Sima).
This was with Ives saturator; but Mr.
sion.
Scott’s warm-air saturator I consider the better,
I RECORDED my experience with this light in though I do not clearly understand why, as it
the issue of this Journal for June, 1891, and gets very little warmth from a “fairy” or night
said that I was about to try Mr. Scott’s warm-air light. I think this saturator should be made to
saturator. I observe that Mr. Scott has published open, so that it might be possible to inspect, or
;
an interesting atticle on “‘ Safety with Saturators” dry out, the porous stuffing.
in the Journal for January, 1892, and as my
To those who use the saturator I would add a
previous remarks showed that I considered them few additional suggestions to those that Mr.
:
to be unreliable, I would like to state what Scott has detailed.
Confine its use to one lantern only, and do not
further experience I have gained in the matter *
Mr. Scott details three conditions as essential dissolve with it.
to using the saturators with safety. 1st, SuffThe ether must be good, a specific gravity of
cient pressure with gas. 2nd, A protected jet, 0725 I find best, though I observe that Mr.
and 3rd, A high degree of saturation. I do not Lewis Wright, in his admirable book on “ Optical
think that I have very closely attended to any of Projection,” recommends specific gravity 0°917
these conditions, and yet I am bound to say that, to 0°920.
whilst using his saturator wrth @ single lantern,
Throw away the ether after once using it;
I have never had any “ pop” or difficulty of any better not use it twice.
Rubber tubes will not last long with its use;
kind whatever, and that the light obtained has
been most brilliant and satisfactory. There is change them when they show signs of deterioraThe jet
no doubt, however, that all the conditions tion and use them as thick as possible.
referred to by him are sound, and that any one nipples should be small, and used close to the
who observes them need have no fear of using lime. If these conditions, added to those detailed
by Mr. Scott, be attended to, the light can be
his saturator with safety.
When the saturators have occasionally failed burnt with safety, even without silent combustion,
with me, I attribute the cause to my making use and with results which, I believe, are more
of them for more than one lantern with a star brilliant than those given by the ordinary limedissolving tap. The reason why a dissolving tap light, and mixed jet, even if pure hydrogen be
does not suit a saturator is clearly explained by used.
I think it isa pity that those who sell saturaMr. Scott, and I entirely agree with him that the
first safeguard is broken down when they are tors do not plainly state that they are unreliable
brought into use with this instrument.
It is for use with dissolvers. For single lanterns they
better, therefore, to use the saturator always with are really good, and invaluable where coal-gas or
a single lantern, though I have occasionally used pure hydrogen is not procurable. However,
one in this country, with dissolvers, without the purchasers are left to find this out for themselves,
occurrence of any difficulty, but I can quite and possibly before their experience is ripe, they
understand
having been on the
verge
of will have condemned “the wretched” instruencountering one, in the way of a “pop,” but ment as worthless, which is scarcely fair.
nothing more serious.
20%
In the British Fournal of Photography, for
Dec., 1891, Mr. W. Brooks has shown in a very
The Lantern in School.
explicate manner how it is that, when using
By Joun C. OurpHant, M.A.
mixed gasses, the ordinary trade star dissolver is
apt to prove at fault, and I can fully endorse his
views on the subject. I should like to know, Tue chief drawback to the regular use of the
however, what are the remedies he proposes for lantern in school is not so much the trouble of
these defective instruments, and where the re- using it, as that of fitting it up each time it is
liable dissolvers referred to by him as being per- wanted in aclass-room that has to be used for
other purposes. Ina boys’ school much of the
fectly satisfactory are to be obtained.
He refers to the “wretched saturators”’ in work can be done by them; but for girls, most of
rather a condemnatory manner, but I think they it is rather hard.
The arrangement I am about to describe has
are perfectly safe with single lanterns and with
ordinary care. I have used one for lime-light just been completed in an Edinburgh school, and
purposes with a cylinder of 125 cubic feet and a by it the lantern is always ready for use, and yet
‘“ Beard’s ” regulator until the whole lime became quite out of the way.

Ether

Oxygen Light in India.
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The back wall of the room, behind the forms,
was first hollowed out to the depth of eight
inches, so as to form a double cupboard seven
feet high. At one side of the upper part there
is a hinged bracket of oak, and from this the
lantern hangs by means of a forked piece of iron
gripping its sides. A touch swings the bracket
out when wanted, and it is clamped in position

by the turn

arrangement

Jantern is a
as

will

be

same tubes that
lime-turner are
which is closed,
The carrier is

carry the front. The taps and
thus worked, not from the back,
but from underneath.
of the ordinary double oscillating

form; but I think I have improved upon it by
removing the top of each slide-holder (at the
same time strengthening them at the foot), and
then cutting away one side of the rebates an inch
of a screw at the top. The whole from the top.
The slides can thus be easily
is perfectly rigid, although the slipped in in the dark, and need not be touched
heavy one. The instrument itself, except at the edge. I may mention that I have
seen from the illustration, is of for some time used only bookbinders’ cloth for

=o
as

SS

Wy
INN
|

READY

FOR USE,

somewhat novel construction, the peculiarities
being partly determined by its unusual position.
he general design is that of one form of
Hume's Cantilever Enlarging Apparatus.
It
will be seen that the front carrying the objective
(Dallmeyer’s six-inch) rests on sliding-tubes. On
these also the carrier is clamped, so that the
distance may be varied according to the size of
the picture on the slide.

The condenser is a triple one (the first made
by Newton from the designs of Mr. Traill Taylor)
,
and measures five inches.
,
The burner is screwed, once for all, in its
Proper position in the small body of the lantern,
which slides on the backward prolongation of the

CLOSED.

binding slides. It is more troublesome to put
on, but looks very better, and is more permanent.
The shelves above the lantern hold the slideboxes, which are of tin, lined with baize. The
lower part of the cupboard holds two gas cylinders
on one side, and on the other a folding seat for
the operator. Above the cylinders is a double

tap, by which both gases can be turned off
together without disturbing the adjustment of
the taps at the burner.
The screen is one of Mason and Payne’s (the
only really opaque one I know), and hangs from
acord stretched across the room near the ceiling.
It is easily rolled up and detached when not
wanted.

Vil.
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The Chadwick Perfect Optical Lantern,
With

44 [Triple

Condensers

and-

Interchangeable LObjectives.

The Perfect Optical Lantern,
With

Leache's

Patent

Microscope.

CHADWICK'S
“ECLIPSE”
‘LANTERN
CARRIER

Patent

Triple Condenser,

With Interchangeable Lenses & Cover Glass.

Chadwick’s
Practical Hand Lantern,
See Pamphlet, 2 stamps.

5/3 post-free,
This Carrier has made Bi-unials and Triple Lanterns into
things of the past,

Lantern Catalogue, 3 stamps; Microscope Catalogue, 3 stamps;

Photographic (

W. I. CHADWICK, 2, St. MARY
The Optical Magie Lunteri Jouraal, April Ist, 1892.

Perfect Bi-unial,
for Dissolving Views or ordinary Slide Projection by top Lantern, and Microscope
Projection by bottom Lantern, scientific experiments, &c.

Reading

Lamp

and Desk,

On Adjustable Stand, with Curtain and Signal.

aS
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general

has been known
ojunction might
A delay of nine
inst the present
been given to
one side have
the conditions
the face of
Satever legal

Chadwick’s
Practical Hand Lantern
Used on a Tripod,
As

you would use any ordinary
‘amera for Time Exposures.

Catalogue, 3 stamps.

\greement

*CBLLOR
‘wet it
vot
Nt
Y

wn competed and for.
; Luigiensteig renewed, and a forb piacea to
defile of Gondo, on the Simplon, the Italian army
will scarcely attempt to violate the neutrality of
“witzerland.
Tue country at large, and amateur photographers in
particular, we feel sure, will note with much satisfaction that Mr. W. I. Caapwics, of St. Mary's Street,
Manchester,

has

taken

up, with

a frm

attitude, the

revival of the Stereoacope.
For many years this once
must popular inatrument has been sadly neglected, but
with the recent improvements introduced by its present
leader, a gentleman well-known for his scientific attainments and enterprise, there can be little doubt that ere
long stereoscopic photugraphy will be the most popular
amongst amateur photographers throughout the world.
The House of Commonssat till four o'clock yesterday
morning.
The later hours of the sitting were occupied
with discussion on motions to report progress, which
- 7 - -gment resisted, and which were defeated ~
* length Lord HaRtinaTor wane

o.
pro}
the
their

ny,

to effect .
tween po.:h

Accordingly’
Government Is

the country ir
assert the nev
internation!
consists 3

St. Gor’
Rhine
west *

of

’S STREET, MA NCHESTER.
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OPTICAL LANTERN
At Less than

One

Without

— Can

be

Penny

Trouble,

an

Hour,

Smell, or Danger.

obtainea

by —

THE AERO-CARBON

INCANDESCENT LIGHT.
HIS

the

APPARATUS

hand, and

Producing

is portable,

comprises

can

all that

be

carried

in

is required for

the Light.

NO CYLINDERS OR HOUSE GAS REQUIRED.
THE

EFFECT

LIME
THING

OF THE

LIGHT, AND
OF THE

LIGHT IS SOMEWHAT
BY

ITS USE

THE

SIMILAR

OIL LAMP

TO

WILL

THE
BE

A

PAST.

~ PHOTOGRAPHIC

This Apparatus can also be employed for

Reducing for Lantern Slides.
THE

APPARATUS

AND

ALL

CAN

BE SEEN

PARTICULARS
OFFICES

THE INCANDESCENT
14,

PALMER

STREET.
(Near St.

IN OPERATION,
OBTAINED AT THL

OF

GAS LIGHT Co., Ltd.
WESTMINSTER,

James’s

Park

Station.)

LONDON.
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The upper part of the cupboard is dark oak,
with unpolished mahogany panels, and a motto
in beaten brass-work.
The lower doors are
simply part of the pitch-pine lining of the wall.
The working of a lantern cannot, as things
are, be made an altogether easy matter, but with
some such arrangement as has been described
the purely mechanical labour at least is reduced
to almost nothing. At the same time the
installation, instead of disfiguring the room, as
might have been expected, is when closed up
decidedly ornamental.
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The

Lanternist’s

Den.— No. 2.

By C. E. Renn.e.

SOLDERING,
SOLDERING is such an every-day accomplishment that an apology is needed for its introduction here. But I think a few hints on the
subject may not altogether be out of place, more

45

melting point is extremely low compared with
those which will hereafter be dealt with.
It
oftentimes proves a pest to the worker in precious
metals, inasmuch as it adheres to gold or silver
when burnt on, its eradication is most difficult,
and the beauty of many a costly ornament has
been marred by it, when falling into inexperienced
hands.
To make soft solder—Take of pure. grain tin
two parts, say 202. ; of pure

lcad, one part, say
10z. The melting temperature of lead is about
61odeg. Fahr.; of tin, 440deg. Fahr.
Put
the lead into a small iron ladle on a clear
fire; meanwhile the grazuz tin may be getting
hot

on

the

hob,

or

other

convenient

place.

When the lead has properly melted (and be care-

ful that it does

not

degrees, the hot tin,
piece of wood, which
corporation, and when
from the fire. With

burn),

drop

into it, by

stirring the while with a
will greatly facilitate inthoroughly mixed, remove
a piece of flat wood skim

from the surface any dross that may have
collected, allow it to cool down to below ignition
point (that is to say, ifa piece of paper refuse to
he thinks he will, away from the eager gaze of ignite when stirred into the molten metal),
pour
the curious and critical.
slowly and steadily into strips upon a clean
Some short time ago I noticed in a window, hearth.
These strips, when
cold, may be

especially as the reader has now his own place in
which to work, where he can often practise what

‘The complete soldering outfit,” at the modest
cost of sixpence. “ A cheap present,” thought I
to myself, “for one of the boys.” SoI entered
the establishment and asked to be shown the
“complete outfit.”
Disappointment, however,
was my reward, as I was handed a card on which
was tied a strip of pewter solder, a very small
bottle of fluid, and a miniature-looking poker.
There was just sufficient of these three to make
one expostulate in his solitude as to his sanity in
purchasing atoy, for the solder and fluid might,
with a struggle, run round the lid of an ordinary
saucepan, but the poor little iron would have
had to undergo so many heating operations as to
make the whole process useless. By the way, it
may only have been intended for tacking together
a child’s tin soldier,
PEwTeR SOLDER.
To be accurate, solder is employed for the purpose of cementing, binding, or uniting together,
edge to edge, or surface to surface, by the aid of
heat, metals of less fusibility. The metal may
be—tin, brass, copper, silver, gold, or what you
will, the rule applies to one and to all alike.

hammered flat to the’ required thickness

for use.

If poured very thick, the flattening process will
make it hard, and it perhaps may break and
crack, but this can be avoided by annealing.

“ Anneal lead?” yousay. Certainly. Why not ?
Rule flat to half thickness, place over a gas fame
a piece of sheet iron on which lay your solder.
As soon as hot enough for a drop of water to hiss
from it, let cool slowly, when it will be found
again quite soft and perfectly annealed.
Flat
again to half thickness, again anneal, if necessary,
andsoon.
We have now a sound and reliable
solder, which can be best kept clean in a tin
canister for use when required.

Sort SOLDERING Fiurp.
There are several agents which stimulate the
flow of soft solder. Resin, tallow, venus turpentine, chloride of zinc, &c.; the last-named being
the cleanest, most convenient, and easiest to work |

we will adopt it. Take hydrochloric acid (spirits
of salts), five parts ; metallic zinc, two parts. Cut
into small pieces the metallic zinc(which must be
clean) and put into a small earthenware pipkin,
or similar vessel, over which pour your acid.
The solders used in lantern construction are The chemical action of the acid will at once be
but three, those we call pewter, spelter, and apparent, and the scrap becomes dissolved with an
silver. Each can be bought ready for use, but evolution of hydrogen gas. The fumes being
an analysis of their component parts and. means offensive, it is advisable to place it on the hob,
of preparation may be of interest.
Pewter is or outside the window.
When all action has
commonly called soft solder, because of its use on ceased, drop in one or two more pieces of zinc to
substances so much harder than itself.
The ascertain whether any energy be left in the salts,
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and if not, filter through rag into a bottle.
will keep for any length of time.

|

This |well amalgamated.

‘

‘

When sufficiently cooled, this

I will just say |small lump may be boiled in a solution

(consist-

—for soldering steel add a little powdered sal |ing of vitriol, 1 part; water, 8 parts), which will _
ammonia; this gives greater strength to the joint... speedily free it from the borax. It must now be
flattened by hammering, and should occasionally
SPELTER AND SILVER SOLDER.
These are generally employed for what is| be annealed by making red-hot on the charcoal.
Fux.
termed hard soldering or brazing. It is necessary
to use a high temperature for this work (as shown
In order to make a flux for hard soldering, rub
in the table mentioned below), and it will be a piece of lump borax up with water on a clean
requisite to gauge the heat at your disposal.
slate until it is of the consistency of thick cream;
When one has the means of making up a good this will forma flux for either of the solders
coke fire, fierce enough to render a piece of brass mentioned in the table.
;
6in. square a good cherry heat, one has nothing
There is one more word of advice upon this
to fear, and a little practice is all that is required subject, and that advice, which is all important, is
to enable the user to perform any soldering he —cleanliness throughout is imperative.
may require.
70:
I give a table of four qualities, together with
their fusing points, so that the reader may decide
Instantaneous Dissolving.
which will best answer his particular requirements; but it is well to remember that the better

the quality the greater the durability, although
it is perhaps better at first to use one at low
temperature, which fuses easily, than those which
require experience in working.

By H. M. UnpbeERHILL.

Take fine silver, 28 grains ; copper, 8 grains;
spelter 4 grains. Make a hole about the size of

In his interesting paper on “ Dissolving Views ”’ I
think that Mr. Baker is right in saying that the
public like these “effects.” The severe purist,
with his grey photographs, is, after all, in danger
of becoming somewhat wearisome, and such an
effect, for example, as the gradual change from
summer into spring, produced by slowly “ dissolving’’ one slide into another, 1s very pretty.
But I think that when one view is “ dissolved ”
into something quite different by lowering one
light and turning up the other in the usual way,
the effect of one picture being, as it were, “seen
through” another, is particularly unpleasant.

a sixpence in a piece of charcoal and into it place
the silver and copper, together with a piece of
borax about the size of a pea; then, with the blowpipe and gas-flame melt together, after which
add the spelter, continuing the blowing until it is

The dissolving ofa pair of oil lanterns with their
different.
There the
pictures really “dissolve’—break up, and reappear; and you never see both pictures at once.
Even if with lime-light you turn the dissolving

Taro
t. Tard......
2. Medium
3. Easy...

4. Veryeasy
5. Spelter...

Fine Silver.

SOLvDERs.
Copper.

16 parls.

4 parts,

15;

4

14)

yy

I1I4 ,,
aan

4»

oy,
_

»-

Spelter.

_

¥ part.
2

24 4,
_

Melting Point.

1866 Fahr.
1843,

813

1802,
773,»

y

Let us, by way of illustration, make up a small
quantity of No. 3, whichis well recommended :

fan is something quite
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tap quickly, the “off” picture stays on the screen
for a perceptible space of time; and_ this
appearance has always very much annoyed me.
About two years ago I went to a lantern exhibition, where the lecturer used an ordinary bi-unial
lime-light lantern. But he kept both lamps full
on all the time, and dissolved with a fan moving
up and down, covering first one lens, then the

tern body, it will be better to remove it and fix
it to the box, just a little to one side, as shown
in the drawing.
My tap was originally on the
lantern, but the pipes got so much in the way
when I was adjusting the jets, that I removed it
and fixed it to the box.
Many people who see this arrangement for the
first time, say to me, ‘ How well your lantern

other.

dissolves !”

The effect on the screen was

charming :

one moment there was one picture to be seen, the
next moment it was another. The change was
So quick, so instantaneous, that it eluded the eye,
and all one could see was a kind of flash on the
picture, and lo! ‘it was different.
But some one will say, what a waste of gas to
keep both lamps going all the while; and besides, one's slides are exposed to the heat for
twice ‘as long a time, and over-heated slides will
sometimes crack in cooling. Quite so, but any
one who disregards expense and does not mind
risking

his.

slides,

cannot

do

better

than

“dissolve” in this way, and he can have instantaneous or slow dissolving quite at will. But wishing to produce thissplendid effect, and,being equally
desirous of saving my gas, I thought the matter
over, and soon lit on a very simple plan for combining both these things. I simply use a fan
jointly with a dissolving tap. The fan covers

30:

Improved

Carrier.

In the semi-darkness that is usual at a lantern
exhibition one sometimes experiences a difficulty
in readily inserting the slides into the slot of the
ordinary lightning form of carrier. Mr. J. C.
Oliphant, in the course of school demonstrations
in Edinburgh, found this difficulty a great hindrance to successful manipulation, and has devised
an alteration of the carrier, which, like most good

things, is very simple. As this gentleman has
kindly forwarded for our inspection a carrier
altered to suit his requirements, we have pleasure in showing how the improvement may be
made.

the “off” lantern lens, and the tap turns
down its light. The fan is connected by a
hinged wooden
rod to the dissolving tap,
and being fastened to one-end of the lever which
turns it, when I turn the tap the fan moves simultaneously. The result is that there is none of
that unpleasant fading out of the “ off”’ picture—
it is gone instantly and completely, and if you
let a little more oxygen than usual through the
by - pass, the lime lights up full directly, and
there is no falling of the light. Of course this
arrangement does not prevent your having both
lamps full on when you want them, and you can

The upper portions of one side of the ¢o and fro
carrier immediately above the slide opening are
first cut completely away, after which the upper
part of the rebates are trimmed flush with that
portion in which the slide is inserted, an arrangement which will be readily understood by a glance
at the cut.
fs

also dissolve just as slowly as you please for a
transformation effect.
In order to place a slide in the carrier it 1s
The accompanying diagram will, I think, ‘only necessary to press it against the upper part
sufficiently show the apparatus. The rod must : of the opening, and allow it to descend into its
be allowed a little play at the pivot, because the | place.
30;.
end of the tap-lever moves in an arc of a circle,
so that the rod is prevented from having a per- |
Toning Slides with Uranium
fectly perpendicular up-and-down motion.
The.
rod in no way interferes with removing the
:
Salts.*
slides, and the fan should be made as light as
By ALFRED STIEGLITZ.
possible, otherwise its weight may turn the tap
when it is not wanted to be turned. No doubt EXPERIMENTS in toning slides with uranium
modifications will be necessary to suit the pattern salts have led me to adopt the following simple
;
of other lanterns, but all you have to contrive is working methods :—
Give full exposure, and develop with any —
that the turning of the dissolving tap shall at
the same time shift the fan from one lantern to ordinary developer until the slide looks somethe other.
If this tap is screwed on to the lanRead before the Society of Amateur Photographers of New York.
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what flatter than it is to appear when finished;
in other words, the highest lights must have a

Editorial Table.

After having fixed the slide in hypo in the usual
way, wash thoroughly under a tap for a few
minutes, the elimination of the hypo being of
importance to insure success in the toning
operations.
Make up the following three stock solutions,
which can be done in a few minutes, and keep
indefinitely :—
No. 1.
Uranium nitrate ............00.
I part
Water arise sioesdeedientace
cases I0o parts
Filter in case the solution is not clear; this
is generally unnecessary.
No. 2.
Ferricyanide potassium ......
1 part
Water scsi wcatavsseesssteceveave 100 parts

TYLAR’S MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR LANTERNESCOPE.— Mr. Tylar, of Birmingham, explains to
us that although it was announced in our columns
fourteen months ago that he intended shortly to
introduce a binocular lanternescope on the lines mentioned in our issue of Jan. 1, 1891, he had been so
busy with other subjects that he had only just
been able to introduce them.
He has also made an
improved style of single lanternescope, in which a

silver deposit in them,

and not be clear glass.

No. 2.

reflector is attached

to the instrument, and this also

forms the stand. This arrangement enables one to
use it without having to pointit tothe light; no special

‘

Ferrichloride.............0cc0ee0I part
Water secsvieieiacasegnceecess? 10 parts
Now you have everything necessary for toning,
and proceed as follows :—

a. CHOCOLATE-BRrown Tones.
Take ten parts of No. 1 and one part of
No. 2,
and permit the slide to remain in this solution
until the desired tone has been reached. In order
to control the procedure of the operation,
examine the slide in transmitted light every ten
or fifteen seconds. The whole operation rarely
lasts a minute. After the desired colour has been
produced in the slide, wash the same for a few
minutes, and then place it upon the rack to dry.
4. Brown Tones.
Take five parts of No. 1 and one part of No. 2,
and proceed as in a.
c. ReppisH-Brown Tones,
Take equal parts of Nos. 1 and 2, and proceed
as in a.
@. Rep Tongs.
Take one part of No.1 and two parts of No. 2,
and proceed as in a.
In order to keep the high lights clear in this
operation, a few drops of glacial acetic acid
solutions added to the toning solution may be
used to advantage.
I myself never use any
though, not deeming it necessary if the toning
operation is carefully performed.
é. GREENISH-BLUE Tongs.
Take equal parts of Nos. 1 and 2, and tone the
slide until it is of a very dark colour, and very
dense.

Rinse

for three

or four minutes,

and

then plunge into a solution of one part of No. 3
and. five parts of water, in which solution the
slide is allowed to remain for at least five minutes.
It is then washed and dried, drying out in a
greenish-blue. (Zo be continued.)
ry
schQ

:
lighting. arrangements are thus required. There are
no projections from the sides. There isa slide adjustment of great range for focussing, and the pictures
appear with great amplification. The binocular form
is very similar to the monocular, but is, of course, made
sufficiently large to enable two prismatic lenses to be
used. These are adjustable both for the width of the
eyes and for focus. These two classes of instruments
are made either with or without stands.

Price

List.—The

Thornton-Pickard

time -and

instantaneous shutter has lately had several improvements added to it, which it is now claimed “is as
perfect as anything can be.” We observe from their
catalogue that this shutter is fitted behind the lens in
their new Ruby Camera.
These shutters are made in
a variety of styles, for time or instantaneous exposures, and for hand and stereoscopic work. Special
lenses, exposure meters, and other photographic
specialities are to be found in this catalogue.
NATURAL

PHENOMENON

IN

IcE.—A_lantern-

slide, which is both interesting and curious, has been

received from Messrs. Martin and Co., 4 and 3, Park
Villas, New Southgate, N. It appears that this remarkable group of crystals was produced at Christmas, 1891, in a Join. by Sin. dish of New River
water, quite spontaneously, no process or artificial aid
having been resorted to to induce the formation. A
film of ice was observed floating somewhat loosely
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Ina Ictter dated 19th Feb., 1892.
(respecting Stocks’s Patent Magic Lantern
Oi) Lamp), Dr. GeRaRD SMITH, of Upper
Claptou, wrote to the Inventoras follows:
“I Cannot too Highly Praise

the Lantern showing

A

PHENOMENON

—

xi,

IN

ICE.

‘Nothing in Nature excites more attention on my part or gives me
more delight than the crystalline Architecture of Water.”

Professor Tynpatt, D.C.L., F.R.S., &e., &e.
One Lantern Slide, post free, 1/2, or three Slides for 2/6.

on 2 sheet of fine

tracing paper.
My audience were under
the impression that 3
.
a

Rather too Powerful

NATURAL

me
All Opticians, or

Lime-light

J.

MARTIN

&

CO., Photographic

Printers,

was behind the screen.”

Full particulars from the Joventor,
STOCKS,

W.

NEW

LONDON,

N.

Lantern Slides to Order.

RYE.

OPTICIAN

YOUR

ASK

SOUTHGATE,

FOR

REGULATOR,

DUPLEX

PERFECT

DISSOLVING.

FOR
|a

TESTIMONIAL.
From Mr. NORTON, 38, Marchmont Street, Bloomsbury.
“Your Duplex Regulator is just the thing for dissolving when I use mixed gases.
tapas of the bottles, and the light does not vary, whether using three lights or only one.”

Manufacturer—A.
28,

BUILDINGS,

BARTLETT’S
Crown

THE

8vo, Cloth;

BOOK
BY

i.

CC.

touch

the

CLARKSON,

278 pp.

Price

WORTH,

LONDON.

CIRCUS,

HOLBORN

OF THE
ABP

I never

3/6.

LANTERN.
BC.5.

A Practical Guide to the Working of the Optical (or Magic, Lantern—either as an Educational
Instrument, for Exhibition Purposes, or as an Enlarging Apparatus for Photographers.

With Full and Precise Directions for Making and Colouring Lantern Pictures
London:

Hazell,

Watson,

& Viney,

Ltd.,

1, Creed

Lane,

E.C.

18/6 |3 in., 27/6
5; (33
2°. 20/61 33 ,, 82/6
z=

$122k,

g (3a
24,,
For
‘Tze’
td &
/ustant-

4 ,, 37/6
42/6
23/6 | 4h,
44
25/-15
,, 47/6

22/6

Instantaneous

“TIME”
IS THE
2

SIMPLEST

Stereo.

SHUTTER
AND

THE

BEST

THORNTON
-

from

11/6

‘‘ Time,” and Instantaneous, from 26/-

- PICKARD

Manufacturing

Co.,

St. Mary’s St., Deansgate,
Manchester.
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NEW

KODAKS.

Notwithstanding the fact that these Cameras have been more extensively vdvertised than any other kind of
Photogruphic Apparatus, and the unquestionable fact thot more of them cre in actual use than of

all other Hund Cameras’ made combined, there are still some persons tgnorunt of the
existence of many sizes ond styles, us enumerated belor.
-

For round

pictures,

2} inches in diameter ; capacity,

100 exposures

without relcading;

size of camera

No. 1 KODAK.—
34 by 34 by inches, or 73 cubic inches; weight loaded, llb. Sozs.
Equivalent focus of lens, 2} inches,
working angle, 60°. Approximate value of stop, F12.
Z
_ This is the original Kodak, and it will always continue to be the Notebook of Photography.
It is the mst compact camera in
existence, being hardly larger than an ordinary field-glass.
It makes a picture quite large enough for most purposes, and onc that can
readily be enlarged to any size. The cost of each picture, including the film, is only 44d... a most important feature to those who-

desire to photograph everything that interests them.

A collection uf these pictures may be made to furnish a pictorial history of life,

as it is lived by the owner, that will grow more valuable every day that passes.
Price of No. 1 Kodak, loaded with 100 exposurcs, including sole leather case and manoal

..

Ais

saa

£550

For round pictures, 33 inches diameter ; capacity, 100 exposures without reloading ; size of camera
No.
2 KODAK.
43 by 5 by 9 inches; or 202 cubic inches ; weight loaded, 2lbs. 12ozs.
Equivalent’ focus of lens,
34 inches ; working angle, 56°.
Approximate value of stops, Fl], F14, F32.
This new Kodak is provided with a finder, which gives a miniature of the intended picture, and a set of three stops for the Icns.
The lens is “fixed focus,” like that in No. 1, and has wonderful depth and definition
Negatives froo this Camera make a very pretty

lantern slide, when
Price,

No.

masked down

2 Kodak

to 2} inches in diameter.

loaded

with

60 exposures,

including

sole leather

carryirg

casc and

manual

,

Sek

£700

Note.—The price includes spool of 60 ex,o:1wes, but the camera wil take a spool of 100 exposures.
No
3 KODAK
6“ Regular
”
For square pictures, 3; by 4}; capacity, 100 exposures without reloading
s :
5
‘ “size of camera, 44 by 5% by 114=26S$ cubic inches; weight loaded, 4lbsEquivalent focus cf lens, 53 inches. Appr-ximate valuc of stops, Fll, F16, F365.
The No. 3 Kedak is provided with ¢wo jinders, one for horizontal, and one for vertical pictures.
The new Kodak has an instantaneous shutter, having rotating stops and adjustable speed, rack and pinion for focussing, two sockets for tripod screws, when used

for vertical or horizontal timed exposures.
The No. 3 Kodak is the smallest of the Kodaks which make square pictures, and will be
make negatives, with a special view to using them for lantern slide printing, and are not content with

the favourite with those who
round pi:tures, such as made

with the Nu.

1 and No. 2.

Price of No. 3 Kodak, loaded with GO exposures,
Note.—The

price iucludes

Yo: 3 KODAK,

spool

of GO exposures

(74

;

—-

lent focus of lens, 53 inches.

This camera

“Junior.

Approximate

is substantially the same

9

value

including sole lcather carrying case and

only

but the camera

ea

is capable

of receiving

otis: 32 Us,

manual

as:

£8

7

6

spool of 100 exposures.

aay, a oat

ae

For square
pictures, 3; by 43; capacity,
60 exposures wi.hout relozdin,
“size of camera, 4} by 54 by 9=210 cubic inches; weight loaded, 3ibs.

of stops,

F11, F16, F335.

as the No. 3 Regular,

except that it has a capacity

for 60 exposures

only, and

is 2} inches

shorter—a morc conipact cameia for those who want the smallest possible camera that will make a 3{ by 44 pictwe. The No. 3.
Junior takes a 3} inch spool, making the nezative the other way of the film from the No. 3 Regular, which takes a 44 inch spool.
Price, No. 3 Kodak, Junior, loaded with 60 exposures, including sole leather carrying case and manual...
£8
76
(7
”»
For 4 by 5 square pictures; capacity, 100 exposures without reloading;
No. . 4
KODAK,
Regular.
“size of camera, 5 by 62 by 12$=406 cubic inches; weight loaded, 44lbs.
Equivalent focus of lens, 64 inches.
Approximate value of stops, F12, Flv, F27, F3s.
The No. 4 Kodak ‘‘ Regular” has two finders, one for vertical and one for horizontal pictures. The new Kodak has an instantaneous shutter, having rotating stops and aujustable specd ; rack and pinion for focussing ;two sockets for tripod screws, when used

for vertical or horizontal timed exposurcs.

4 by 5 inches,

it is much

smaller

The No, 4 Kodak is the largest of the kegular Kodaks,

than cameras

by other

makers

for making

but whilst

it makes

—

No.

4

KODAK,

(74

+

Junior.

”

For square

“~size

of

pictures, 4 by 5 inches;

camera,

5 by 6} by

making a :nore compact

camera

for those

who

want

the smallest

capacity, 4S exposures

104=326

Equival. nt focus of lens 64 inches. Approximate value of stops, F12, #17, F27, #38.
This cumera it substantially the same as No. 4 Regular, except that it has a capacity

shorter,

100 pictures

single negatives.

Price of No, 4 Regular Kodak, loaded with 4S exposures, including sole leather carrying case and manual
NoiFk.—The price includes spool of 48 exposures only, but the camera is capable of receiving .00 exposures.

possible camera

£10

7

6

without reloading;

cue inches ; weight loaded, 3% Ibs.

for 4S exposures only, and is 2} inches
that will take a 4 by 5 picture.
Tue No. 4

Junior takes a 4-inch spool, and makes the negative the other way of the film from the No. 4 Regular, which takes a 35-inch spool.
Price of No. 4 Kodak, Junior, loaded with 48 exposures, including sole leather carrying case and manual
£10 7 6
No.

4

FOLDING

3 lbs. 9 ozs. ; equivalent

KODAK.

For square pictures, 4 by 5 inches, capacity. 48 exposures without reloading »
sizé of camera (folded) 7 by 5 by 54=1924 eubic inches, Weight loaded

focus of lens, 64 inches ; approximate

value of stops,

Price, cowplete with shoulder strap, loaded, with 4S exposures... 0 ee

No.

.

5

FOLDING

KODAK

Equivalent focus of lens, 7} inches ; approximate

F12, F17, F27, F3S.

eens

ts

£11

7 6

___For square pictures, 5 by 7 inches, capacity 54 exposures without reloading;
size ot camera (folded)
6} by 7 by 9=393 cubic inches; weight loaded, 5{ lbs.

value of stops,

Fll, F17, F23, F34.

Price, with shoulder strap, loaded, with spool for 32 exposures...
oa
is
*,° Both the No. 4 and 5 Folding Kodaks have had important improvements

Shutter, automatically adjustable for time and instantancous exposures,
2. The
removal in daylight, and the substitution therefore of a Glass Plate Attachment,

Roller

ve
added
Slide

iz
me
£18 7 6
lately—-viz.: 1, A New Frictionless is

Giass Plate Attachment Outfit, consisting of Adapter and Focussing-glass, 3 Double Plate
Holders, and Leather Carrying Case
ee
“ees
oe
es

fitted

with

a Slide

No. 4,
OT IB OO

permitting

its—

No. 5.
COZ 10 CG

The above List is the most complete, and the Cameras in every respect the most perfect in existence. There are fully
50,000 zn actual use in all parts of the world. Further information will be forwarded post free wpon application.

THE EASTMAN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS (0., LTD.
115, OXFORD

STREET, LONDON, W.

PARIS:

4, PLACE

YENDOME.

-
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in the dish, and, on being lifted carefully, disclosed on complete, and Mr. Fisher will find our rights freely prothe under side this marvellously
-beautiful floral tected on applying at the Patent Office. The Germans
themselves know they cannot export to England, as we
design. The delicate lace-like edging of the glacial hold
exclusive rights for this country,and a large English
tracery is the result of the deposition of hoar-frost firm have also given way after inquiry into the matter.—
while draining off the water from the ice-leaves and Yours faithfully,
THEOBALD AND Co.
flowers and fixing the image in the camera. The
leaves and flowers appear to stand out in relief as in
THE INTRODUCERS OF DISSOLVING VIEWS.
Nature, an inch in advance of the background,
which formed the superficial film of ice while in the
[To the Editor]
dish. A number of lantern-slides of this curious
S1r,—In your Journal for March 1, Mr. G. R. Baker
subject have been prepared by Messrs. Martin, who | gave a paper on the subject of dissolving views, but
will supply them post-free for 1s. 2d.
' when speaking of the names of the introducers my name
was omitted.

It should be thus ‘ Messrs. Childe & Hill,”

the two names being identified with the invention and
W. R. HILL,
all effects.—Yours truly,

20:

Correspondence.

:0:

PALE

BLUE GLASS WANTED.
{0 the Editor.)

Srz,—Can you tell me where I can get different coloured
glasses, such as pale blue, for magic lantern, for throwing different colours on the screen? I have tried several
firms, including glass-cutters, and all tell me that they
cannot supply me.
I can get the deep blue, but, although
I use compressed gas, the light does not sufficiently
penetrate it.—Yours respectfully,
M. LOWE.

(Perhaps one of our readers can supply the information
where this glass can be obtained in this country.
We
think it is obtainable in France.—Ep. }
THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM.
{ Lo the Editor.]
Dear Sie,— I have the honour to inform you and your
numeroas readers that the next Photographic Convention
of the United Kingdom will be held at Edinburgh during

the week beginning on July 11 next. The hall of the
Geographical Society in the National Portrait Gallery,
Queen-street, Edinburgh, has been secured

for the meet-

ings.
Later on I shall have the pleasure of sending you
further particulars of papers, excursions, kc.
In the
meantime, I will be glad to receive the names of intend-

ing members.—Yours faithfully,

F. P. CEMBRANO, jun.,

10, Cambridge-gardens, Richmond,
Surrey, March 10.
PAPER

LANTERN

Hon. Sec.

SLIDES.

[Vu the Litor. }
Drar Srr,—In reply to letter of Mr. J. D. Fisher, in
the March number of your Journal, in which he asks us
if we mean that-transparent piper cannot be used for
making pictures upon excepting by our sanction, and if
30 the sooner we get rid of that opinion the better, we
think it will be sufficient to state that our note to you,

and which appeared in your February issue, was meant as
a friendly warning to people that our patent did exclusively cover all transpirencies made on paper, glass, or

otherwise, which were printed. lithographed, or photographed, and which were ren !ered transparent by means
of creosote, alcohol of colophony, solution of gelatine, &c.
Mr. Fisher, or anyone else, is at perfect liberty to manufacture or import pictures produced by this process, only
we shall, of course, exercise our rights in the mattcr to
stop them and obtain damages.
We have spenta large
sum in bringing this-process to perfection in conjanction
with a German firm, and it is scarcely likely we are going
to permit others to step int» the field now the process is

Notes

and

Queries.

P. S. Inthe absence of further particulars, we should
surmise that the melting of the back portion of the
candle in your reading lamp was either owing to the
inside of the box being left bright, or by the use of a reflector, which reflects the heat a Ja Dutch oven.

G. McKenzie.-In

L. A. Vicary’s question (the

Mr,

first in last issue), there

is a printer’s error:

it should

have been ‘with convex side nearest the light,” instead
of “ nearest the lens.’ Thanks for your letter.
B. B.—Your query was correctly answered about your
reflector, you said it had become of a “ blue-black colour,”
so we advised that it be cleaned; now you state that it is
copper colour, if that be so, the silver has worn off. Better
have it electro-plated again.
T. C., J. Jarvis, L. M. R., Binocular, Abbott, Prismatic,

Slides,

G.

Benson,

H.

Dickinson,

Taylor, Subscriber, L. P., Ch. Dawson.—Your

are all answered

B.,

Robert

questions

in our article in this issue, ‘‘ How

to

Make a Binocular Lanternescope.”
A. B.—We can only advise you to advertise for what
you want. The address you require is 78, Fleet-street, E.C.
Economy. —(1) Keevil’s lantern was for producing dissolving views with one illuminant.
Th> lantern has two
noses or fronts, each with a condenser.
One front
points direct: to the screen, whilst
angles ; this latter is fitted with
the rays to be projected on the
from the lens of the other front.

the other is at right
a prism, which causes
same screen as those
The light is rotated

so as to bring it in the axis of the condensers alternately,

the same movement causing
lens, whilst it uncovers the
where you can get such a
Messrs. Archer and Sons, of
somewhat similar lines.

a fan dissolver to cover one
other. (2) Wedo not know
lantern, but we think that
Liverpool, have a lantern on

R. ¢.—Your form of lamp is really very ingenious,
andjf it would answer, would certainly be “the very
thing for country lecturers"; but unfortunately such an
We
arrangement would only heat the lime to redness.
take note of what you say about never having tried it,
and agree with you that it would be very convenient to
make one light serve instead of oxygen and hydrogen.
Your idea, with more elaboration, was introduced in Germany some teu or twelve years ago, but was nota success.

It consisted of a jet of heated air
siderable pressure through a flame
lime. If you like to write a short
of lamp, and make a rough sketch,

being blown at conof hydrogen on to a
account of your atyle
we can insert it, and
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perhaps it may be the means of one of our numerous
readers evolving something practical out of it.
A, Curtis writes:

“If I have a picture Sin. by 4in.,

and enlarge it until it is. say, 10in. by Sin., is it enlarged
two or four diameters?”
Answver.—Two diameters, but

four times the superficial area.
X. Y. Z—We do not know the particulars of the process employed by Messrs. Wilkinson and Co. for making
their slides.
Ignorant writes: A short time ago I saw some lanterns
at Stevens’ Auction Rooms, Covent Garden, in which there

&. D. Williams writes respecting Mr. E. H. Stevenson's.
compact lantern, which was described in last issue: “ It
ig just what is wanted in a place like this (Carnarvon),
where the roads are bad, and the lantern, &c., have to be
carried in hand for long distances.”
A.B. Spanforth writes : (1) ‘Can you tell me where
I conld procure tio 3iin. slides (one round and one
cushion-shaped mats) with printed matter for testing
the definition of lenses with?”
(2) ‘Does the light
given by ether saturators ever equal that given by a
mixed jet?”
Answer.—(1) Mr. Norton, of 28, Marchmont-street, Russell-square, London, W.C., has introduced ©
an effective slide, consisting of fine Brussels net between.

was a lot of clockwork which appeared to be connected
with the lime pin. Is this something new, and what is ‘ two glasses, which is excellent for testing lenses, and it
its use? Reply.—We presume you have reference to clock- has an advantage over printed matter.
(2) Yes.
work for turning the limes. This has been in use for a
J.
fhristie.—Replied
by
post.
number of years, but very few were made.
W. J. F. writes: “ What is the advantage to be gained
J. Jefirey.—
We thank yon for the suggestions, but we
by using Jarger objectives on a Jantern than the comdo not at present see our way clear to adopt them.
mercial one of 2in. diameter?
Amnsmer.—You will fird
F. Radley, jun., writes: “ Would it be possible to con- this matter treated upon in our issue of November, 1890,
duct the singing of s large choir by means of a mechanical
pages 48, 49, and 50.
slide in the lantern?
I wish to have some singing at inPressure.—(1) The valve of cylinder should only be
tervals during a lantern entertainment, but do not want
to waste time in having the lights turned np and down, screwed down with sufficient force to close it. VWalvesare
often
ruined by forcing them tootight. (2) The nut acts
and the waving of my baton would not be perfectly seen,
on the packing.
(3) We cannot give a sketch at present,
so I thought that I might just slip some simple arrangeThe principle is
ment in the lantern, but don't know how to make it. but may, perhaps in a short time.
Can you suggest any simple thing?"
<Answer.—We do somewhat similar to a screw-down water or steam tap ;
not think there need be any trouble in conducting a choir but the valve-pin is cone-shaped.
from and by mvans of the lantern,
Take an crdinary
Inquirer.—The cause of the second light popping
wooden lantern slide frame, and make a strip of brass out (with six-way dissolver) when first dissolving, half
sufficiently long to reach from a short distance outside of an hour after lighting up, must be due toa slight admixthe frame to nearly across the opening where the slide is ture of gas caused bya leak at the plug of the dissolver.
usually placed.
Make asmall hole midway between the
Remove this, clean, and apply a touch of vaseline.
ends of rod, and screw it loosely to the frame. By putting
Hf. H. H.—(1 and 4) It will be infinitely less trouble
a slight pressure on the outer end of the lever, it will
to take the bag to your gas works than making hydrogen
present a similar movement upon the screen.
from sulphuric and

A,

&. (Newington).—The

same

generul

arrangement

as that mentioned in article re “ Binocular Lanternescope” will answer 80 long as you have an unobstructed
view to the extremity of picture; in other words, make

the outer end of the box portion the size of picture.
M. Lonwe.—We have inserted the first portion of your
letter under ‘‘Correspondence.”
If the soft lines will
not stand the heat, by all means employ a harder kind.

A, Saunders —Erect
angles

to the

screen;

opaque

wings

or perhaps

you

at sides at right
could

place the

zinc yourself.

(2) Youcan dissolve

with the oxy-calcium light. See Oct. issne for 1889. (5)
No; unless you include oxy-calcium. (5) The Pamphengos
can be used with lime-light without alteration.
Arms.—You do not give many particulars, but if yon
remove the plug of dissolver and give it a- touch with
vaseline, the probabilityis that it will be all right; it is
evident that one gag leaks into the other.
J. P.—(1) Blow through jet. (2) From our advertiser's.
(3) Yes.

(4) Try Clarkson, seeadvert.

(5) Birmingham

is the headquarters for their manufacture.
screen in one of the corners of hall. A great deal depends upon the number of the windows, and their dis(9)
tance from the place where you intend erecting the

Shall be pleased to have an account of how you
screen.
got on at the Board Schools, using the lantern in the
niddle of the afternoon.
J. D. writes:

(1) “Would you or any of your

readers

kindly say whether there has been any trouble with
Scott’s saturator, when the specially-protected jets,
which Mr. Scott advertises,
have been used?"
(2)
+: Whether, on the whole, the saturator is to be recommended to one just beginning to use gas?"
Answer,—
(1) We have not used the new protected jet yet. Perhaps
some of our readers may give us the results of their experi-

ence with the jets containing cotton-wick damped with
glycerine.
(See February issue, p. 15.) (2) Much has
been written both for and against saturators.
(See index
to past Vol., also an article in this issue from India.)
Arthur Brown,—You will find particulars in Mr.
Mason’s advertisement, on page iv. We have asked him
to supply the information direct.

COPIED

as

transparencies,

strong

vigorous

woodcuts

afford better photographic slides than choice steel or
copperplate engravings, and the reason is that the fine
lines and clusters of minute dots become, when greatly
enlarged, semi-transparent ; or, at least, the multitude

of

weak shadows of which the picture is composed still lose
intensity by aberration.
—£. B. Fennessy.
10)

“The Optical Magic Lantern Journal so ably edited
by J. Hay Taylor, is full of valuable information regarding
the optical lantern and kindred subjects. No exhibitor can
afford to be without this publication if he wants to keep
abreast of the times.
The same applies to the amateur
photographer who is at the same time a lanternist.”—
American Journal of Photography.
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Send for Mr. HUGHES’
Full Illustrated
Catalogue, over
300
pages, Js., postage 5d.; small ditto, 6a. postage 2d.,

giving useful and valuable information; also prices oF every
description of Lantern Apparatus, Slides, &c.
Cheapest and
Best
Over 15 Patents.
Perfection in every Direction.
In proof of this, Mr. HUGHES kas constructed a most magnificent Triple for
B. J. Macpgx, Esq.
The Decwra Triple also gained the only Prize
Medal and Highest Award, and used nightly at the Royal Polytechnic Institution; also by Cortn Docwra, Esq., Dr. H. GRatTANn Guinness, Capt. SELwyn,
M.P., Jonn Docwra, Esq., Madame Apvettna Patri, &c.
His high-class

Lanterns and Objectives supplied to Capt. C. Reapz and the Rev. FRANK
Wuite, W. Lant CarPENTER, Esq., the Misses LeitcH; therefore go direct
and havea
first-class instrument, and not the Commercial.
Three-wick Lanterns,
£1 7s. 6d.
4-in. four-wick Lanterns, £1 93. 6d. Mahogany Brass Fronted
Bi-unial, 4-in., £7 15s. 6d.
Teachers’ Aid Science Lantern for all purposes,
:
Oxyhydrogen Microscopes, &c. Patent Presto Carrier.
60,000 Slides from
b ¢d. each; 300 Lecture Sets.
The Patent Bijou Enlarging Lantern, with
Rectangular Condensers, perfect results scientifically considered —Special, 5 by 4
44 by 24, £7108.
Larger Sizes.

-_

PAMPHENGOS,

i ratent Portable 2asmphengos tas stood the test over twelve years
against all imitations. A pure white light, perfect combustion, steady in burning,
not altered by vibrations; glasses never break by heat.
‘his season it is made
very portable, with a gain of 20 per cent. more light. _ It is compared tolime-light.
Price £2 1Cs. to £6 68.
New rotary Focussing arrangement.
Not rack
and pinion.

SKELETON
PATENT
LANTERN.

Hundreds

of Testimcnials.

A really high class Instrument.

Before deciding, consult Mr. HUGHES, who is Specialist and legitimate
Manufacturer, who can give great value in high-class tecknical work.

PAM PHLETS FREE.

LANTERNS

& SLIDES ON HIRE.

The New Patent PORTABLE

FOLDING BI-UNIAL

LANTERN for Travelling.
The front folds over
which is covered by the body itself thus forminga case

i

ELEGANT,

The

New

W.

Patent

SUBSTANTIAL, RIGID.
SIMPLEX

or Triple Lanterns,

C. HUGHES,

ax

both unique and portable.

DISSOLVING

JET,

a‘ Perfect Shut-off Jet, for either Single, Double,

acting the same

Brewster

as the Four-way

House,

a

Dissolving

Mortimer

;

Taps.

Road,

Kingsland.

FULL PARTICULARS AND PAMPHLET FREE.
a7

“

Specimens of Work, 3d. each.
|

The advantages and special features of this

Camera cannot possibly be described
enumerated in an advertisement.

or

TABLOT & EAMER,
7, EXCHANGE STREET,
BLACKBURN.

T.

J.

Manufacturing

Lantern

7m
29
ay

, 4, CHURCH

DOGGETT,

Tin-Plate
and

LANE,

Worker

Photographic

UPPER

to

the

Trades,

Optioal

ST., LONDON,

| Lanteros in Japanned Tin-Plate or Mahogany—All
PaYWOMIeM
'
Lantern ‘l'rade kept in stock.

N.

accessories for

WRAY’S LENSES
IRIS DIAPHRAGMS,

DYSON’S SPONGEABLE
LANTERN SCREENS.

Are now

fitted with

When required, at a small additional cost.

6h.

i
"7 £t.

8 it.

9 ft.

12 ft.

i1 3

15,6

20/-

26/6

42/6

A MEDAL has been awarded for these LENSES
at the Dundee and East of Scotland

RAPHIC

aaa

_

EDWARD

DYSON,

3TAMBLES

LANE,

HUDDERSFIELD.

enone

|

February,

EXHIBITION,
oe

W. WRAY, OPTICIAN,
North

Hill,

Highgate,

Prices and Illustrated Catalogue

London,
for Stamp.

N

Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Square Cr, 8vo, cloth.
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ILLUSTRATIONS,

32s. 6d.

OPTICS o PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES.
J.

For viewing

Of

or

Lantern

free

to greater advantage than by procuring a copy of this
work.”
— Optical Magic Lantern Journal.
“An excellent guide, of great practical use.""— Nature
“ Even a beginner. may, with a little attention, soon

Slides.

12s.
by post,

6d.
188.,

grasp all the salient points of the subject, of which it

from

need scarcely be said Mr. Trail] Taylor is a master.’’—
English Mechanic.

W. TYLAR, 57, HIGH STREET, ASTON,

London

WHITTAKER

BIRMINGHAM.

THE

TAYLOR.

“ One interested in the subject cannot invest 3s. 6d.

W. TYLAR’S
REFLECTING HAND LANTERNESCOPE,
PRICE.
all Dealers;

TRAILL

LIGHTNING

FUSEE

REPEATING

OR

:

& Co., Paternoster Square.

FLASH

CONTINUOUS.

LAMP

(Patent 2628.)

THE LIGHTNING FUSEE will be found the most perfect Flash Lamp yet introduced;
sufficient magnesium for 12 exposures, and measures Only 1] by 1: by 2? inch

NO

SPIRIT1s required, and

economy ensur: ed.

TAE

LIGHTNING

NO DANGFR incurred in ite use.

FUSEE consiste of asmall

Perfect

cleanliness

aud

it contains

the utmost

Lamp (the !lluetration is a fac-eimile of ite size) easily

carried inthe pocket.
The flame is obtained with an ordinary vesta fusee placed in the tube in front.
The Fueee is used in preference toany other flame as it contains Chlorate of Potash, which gives intense heat, and therefore consumes the whole charge of rowder, which no other Lamp at present
made does.
THE LIGHTNING FUSEE, complete with Ball and Tube, #;6
TWO L. AMPS, with connection for large groups, &c.,
12/6
Special Fitting with Balland Tube for continuous exposures, for large interiora copying, enlargings
é&c., extra 3/C and 5/6

To be obtained of all Dealers in Photographic Materials, Opticians, &c.
Wholesale of W. TYLAR, 57, High Street, Anton, Birmingham; and

of

_d. F. SHEW & CO., 87 & 88, Newman Street,
(Four Doors off Oxford Street), LONDON, W.
NEWTON
Scientific Instrument

Makers

&

Prince of Wales, The Admiralty,
and Foreign Governments.

Whe

War

Department,

By Special Appotntment
To The Royal Institution of Great Britain, and The
Department, &c.,
MANUFACTURE

OPTICAL
Of

the

SAFETY

Co.,

to Her Majesty the Queen, H.R.H. The

LANTERNS
Highest

The Indian

Science and

only.

SoLE Makeks or
The Patent ‘“Refulgent’’ Lamps.
Wright's Lantern Microscopes.
Wright’s Oxy-Hydrogen Jets with ‘‘Pringle cut off.’’
The ‘‘ Miniature " Lanterns. The Scientists” Bi-unial.
The Triple Rotating Electric Lantern, &c.
Illustrated Catalogue with Detailed List of Slides, 4d.

3 »
Optical

FLEET
Projection,”

STREET,
2nd

Edition,

by

Lewis

and Published

36/-

Brass,
Lacqered

FOR

Wricnt.

A complete

for the Proprietors by Wooprorp

PRODUCING

THE

ETHO-OXYGEN LIMELIGHT POR OPTICAL LANTERNS.
Most powerful Illurnination

known.

Absolutely

LONDON.

: wde to the use o: the Magic Lantern, the |.antern Microscope, PolariFcope, and tu the projection of Scientific Experiments.
Nett, 4s. Gd.
Plain Photographic Slides, 12s. per dozen.
Printed

ETHER SATURATOR.

Art

& SLIDES

Quality

POROUS

DISSOLVER

AND

Econcmical.

No trouble.

safe.

LIME

JET,

Specially constructed to work with Ether Saturatoc.

SOLE

MAKERS--I.

P.

MANUFACTURING

CUTTS

SUTTON

OPTICIANS,

| Also full Description and Testimonialson
Fawor1r

& Co., Dorset

&

SONS,

SHEFFIELD.

Works, Salisbury Square,

Appiication
E.C.
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